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Platform operators who
aren’t carrying the bright yellow PAL
Card stand a strong chance of being unable to
work – they may be red-carded off the site.

IPAF’s PAL Card is the accepted proof of high quality training
throughout all industries that rely on powered access.

Pressure to improve safety when working at height comes from
industry’s recognition of the high cost of accidents, EU Directives and
national regulations as well as legislation. Today’s operators really do
have to be properly trained.

That more than 120,000 of them already rely on the PAL Card to
prove they have this training is its strongest endorsement.

Some 200 more request training through the IPAF Scheme every
working day.

The result is not just safer working. Well trained operators work
productively as well as safely.

Whether you are a training provider or your workers use platforms,
the yellow card standard is the one that will stop you seeing red through
losing business because someone won’t accept an operator’s card.

For details of your nearest IPAF Training
Centre, how to become an IPAF Training
Centre, how to join IPAF or simply to find 
out how IPAF can help your business, 

call +44 (0)15395 62444 
fax +44 (0)15395 64686 
or email info@ipaf.org 
IPAF, Bridge End Business Park, 
Milnthorpe, LA7 7RH, UK

Also in Basel, Switzerland and Rouzerville, PA, USA

If you don’t have our yellow card,
watch out for the red

IPAF's platform operator training and its
distinctive PAL Card are recognised
internationally. 

The Card is awarded only to those who
successfully complete the course and
the final assessment.

Accepted on 
MCG sites
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Somebody once said: ‘rules are
there to be broken’. But C&A
strongly recommends that this
statement isn’t adhered to in the
case of the Special Types General
Order (STGO) 2003, to be fully
implemented by December 1 this
year, and by which time STGO
plates must be fitted to cranes.

The fact is that squeezing more
weight or a bit more speed out of
your crane will not only be legally
risky – authorities will easily be

able to check the new STGO plates and immediately confirm
the crane’s maximum allowed weight and speed, but we also
now know of the potential dangers. Only the lesser-used
20.5 tyres will allow cranes in all categories to travel at the
maximum speeds permitted under the new rule. 

In the past the rules were complex and not easy to check,
with most police forces only concerned about keeping traffic
moving. The tyre limitations have not changed, but now as a
by-product of the new rules, they are being spelled out and
placed right under the driver’s nose.

Now, if a crane goes too fast for its weight and a tyre
blows at a roundabout, causing a serious accident, pleading
ignorant will most certainly not be an option. 

Our ‘STGO- tyre check’ update starting on page 33 should
lend a few guiding words.

If the above isn’t enough for manufacturers to worry about
– manufacturers will be responsible for supplying the basic
information to crane owners for the STGO plates for all
cranes, old and new, then there’s always the new Stage IIIA
engine requirements to consider, scheduled to come into
operation by January, 2006. 

Sounds fairly straightforward. But combine the
requirements with the fact that the new engine noise
regulations are set to come into practise at exactly the same
time, and problems start to arise. If you are a crane
producer, be sure to make the most of your holidays. The
full report begins on page 35.

Although this is quite a crane orientated issue, we haven’t
forgotten our access readers. Our guide to articulating rough
terrain booms, complete with comprehensive comparison
charts for all the offerings on the UK and Irish markets,
begins on page 23, while a review of the new products
launched at SED this year can be found on pages 28 and
29.

Finally, C&A would like to welcome on board ALLMI
Training, the training accreditation service of the Association
of Lorry Loader Manufacturers and Importers (ALLMI).
ALLMI and C&A have joined forces to create a brand-new
regular feature that will bring readers the news and goings
on from the UK lorry loader scene each issue. We hope you
enjoy the first!  
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